
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Gap Years 
By Cailean McBride 

  



1973  
 
 
Charcoal clockwork coiled around a rain-grey cable,  

the undulating engine powering this gothic machine.  

Tenements and shops like black teeth in the bronchial  

jaws of wheezing streets, soot-grimed, tired and mean.  

 
Granite-carved monolith faces. Solid, unbroken but grey   

as the river around which they live, fuck, fight, die.   

Peopling pubs dense with Capstan fog and cheapest uisge-beatha,    

then home to murk-closes, under orange lamps and a black-bruise sky.   

 

Waking in surrender to blazing foundries and sky-fingering cranes. 

The bleary, zombie shuffle through the post-dawn drowsy smirr 

or bus seat shivers, staring through steamy windows mottled with rain, 

sheltering in headlines of football, glam rock and union bluster. 

 

Not yet realising that something was changing. The end of the old deal.  

That talk of common markets, of new zones, of ‘the Sick Man of Europe’ 

spelling the end of this closed and cindered world, about to reveal 

wider horizons, and a bubbling, babbling, sense of new hope. 

  



1976 
 
 
Dry-veined earth, several shades brighter  

than is natural for this usually moist world,  

crumbling, flaky, something new in this lighter,  

yielding state. In defiant collapse, meaning unfurled.  

The sun, too, startling in its reborn intensity,   

bleaching old sights to overexposed glare.   

Demanding new dreams, and an indolent clarity   

to burn clean shadows, expel adult ghosts hiding there.   

But sometimes fleeing into those cool, dark places.   

Shadows. Trees. Soft forest floor like walking on skin.   

Daylight reduced to squints or fingers, open but graceless   

against scratchy grips, which clutch and won’t give in.   

To hang between two worlds, to grasp but not quite understand   

that games do not end but harden, evolve. Glass forged from sand.   

  



1982 
 

 

Once the lights on the motorway were Sentinels.  

Sodium-weeping, unblinking UFO bug-irises  

In the speed-lined night, above undead fields, kennels  

of tenements shackling tense loves in cagey silences.  

While we sailed obliviously on under those eerie eyes    

in a wide-eyed backseat wonder of worlds beyond worlds.   

Conjuring a pulpy fearsome intellect that patiently lies  

awaiting the harvest of all the good boys and girls.   

Or the proxy eyes of some grey, pin-striped Smiley,   

keeping us safe from Enemy Withins and Irish bombs,   

monitoring for miners’ subs or Greenham sympathy,   

hiding in radio aspiration and chirpy songs.   

 

But were those childish, fantastic fears in fact the seeds 

of today’s endless eyes and our need for different screens?   

  



1990 
 

 

The pale face in that unmagic mirror is not mine.  

It’s too flat, bug eyes, traitor mouth, in need of a clean.   

A shamed supplication, and a most righteous crime.  

 

It takes work to maintain this love. To expel the grime,  

Sustain a taut frame, one that’s light, bright and lean.  

The pale face in that unmagic mirror is not mine.  

 

Sculpted and grooved, pure of angle, form and line. 

Fingers slide inside. Naturally strong and serene,  

A shamed supplication, and a most righteous crime.  

 

Glottal convulsions, communing to expel the slime  

That tyrannises and encumbers a once-agile machine.  

The pale face in that unmagic mirror is not mine.  

 

But the shame is yours alone as you seek to redefine  

My form, my health. Stand in judgement as I kneel between  

A shamed supplication, and a most righteous crime.  

 

I feel your pity (crazed, sick man(a)) but you can’t confine  

This body, or this mind, and you have no right to demean.  

The pale face in that unmagic mirror is not mine.  

A shamed supplication, and a most righteous crime.  

 

 

  



2019 (Amanda Palmer) 
 

 

It’s easy to love the ukulele; 

shorn of guitar macho or folk conceit, 

tragicomic, muted quirk of Formby; 

fearless amateurs gone pro to entreat 

pliant crowds to complicit surrender. 

And that subtextual, jarring unease 

is a party invite sent in error; 

the oddness of idols turned employees. 

 

Because money thrums throughout this place. 

The secret engine of much we create, 

once hidden in smoky myths of priestly faith 

but now time to push at that fractured gate. 

Protecting our still-tender carapace, 

Against angry old men in dusty studies. 

As we glisten wetly in the moonlight,  

tightening the smiles on our faces. 

Trace bones and grin, grin down fear of our bodies. 

 

 


